Christmas Cookie Box
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Cut two pieces of Cherry Cobbler 7 1/4” x 10 1/8”.
Score each at 1 1/2”, 3 1/8”, and 6 5/8” on the longest side.
Score each at 1/2” and 3 1/4” on the shortest side.
Cut solid lines, and remove shaded areas for both pieces of Cherry Cobbler.
Punch large oval where noted on one Cherry Cobbler piece, and round top corners of both.
Place sticky tape on 1/2” fap, and attach it to the longest side of second Cherry Cobbler piece.
Punch 18, 3/4” circles from scrap piece of Very Vanilla.
Attach fve circles to the back side of two pieces of 3 7/8” x 2 1/4” Jolly Holiday DP on the 3
7/8” side 3/8” from the top.
Attach four circles to the back side of two pieces of 2 5/8” x 2 1/4” Jolly Holiday DP on the 2
5/8” side 3/8” from the top.
Attach 1/4” strip of Old Olive overlapping top seam of the Jolly Holiday DP on all four pieces.
Attach each piece to the four sides of the box at the bottom center.
Apply sticky tape to the remaining 1/2” fap and attach to form box.
Fold in bottom sides and back. Apply sticky tape to bottom front fap and attach to box bottom.
Align top faps and punch second oval using the frst oval as a guide.
Place eight 2 1/2” diameter cookies in large cello bag and tie an Old Olive Striped Ribbon bow.
Place cookies in box and seal top 1 1/2” faps with strip of sticky tape at top and bottom edge.
Tie bow with Old Olive Satin Ribbon.
Create matching hang tag and attach with Linen Thread.
Congratulations you have fnished the project!
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